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LETTER TO
SHAREHOLDERS
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SembCorp Marine
delivered modest
growth in 2001

Our profit after tax and minority interest
grew 3.7 per cent to $82.7 million in
2001 from the previous year's $79.8
million. Excluding exceptional items, our
profit after tax and minority interest
increased 11.2 per cent to $81.5 million
in 2001. The improvement in profitability
came from an increase in ship repair
volume, contributions from our Brazilian
associate and PPL Shipyard, and lower
losses from associate companies.
Revenue increased 12.0 per cent to
$854.5 million due to an improvement
in ship repair activities.

Net tangible assets per share increased
by 1.6 per cent to 65 cents per share
while earnings per share increased 3.5
per cent to 5.9 cents. Our return on
equity stood at 9.0 per cent. In terms
of economic value added (EVA™), we
recorded a positive change of $25.1
million for 2001. The improvement in
(EVA™) from a negative $27.3 million

to a smaller negative of $2.2 million was
mainly due to an increase in operating
profit.

Our Board of Directors is recommending
a final dividend of 1.0 cent per share
and a special dividend of 4.0 cents per
share, making a total final dividend of
5.0 cents per share. Adding the interim
payment of 1.5 cents per share, our
total gross dividend payment for 2001
will be 6.5 cents per share. This reflects
a slight increase in dividend payment
compared to the 6.44 cents per share
paid in 2000.

Business Review

In 2001, ship repair contributed $486
million or 57 per cent of our total revenue
while ship conversion and offshore
accounted for $204 million or 24 per
cent of revenue, a lower contribution
compared to 2000. Shipbuilding
registered an increased contribution at
$104 million or 12 per cent and others
made up the remaining $60 million or
7 per cent.
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On a year-on-year comparison, ship
repair showed an increase of 27 per
cent mainly due to increased demand
in the first half of 2001. A total of 403
vessels, with an average value of $1.21
million, were repaired compared to 373
vessels with an average value of $1.03
million in 2000. Although the number
of VLCCs declined from 47 to 43 in
2001, there was an increase in gross
tonnage from 16.2 million to 18.1 million
in 2001.

Tankers accounted for 50 per cent of
total repairs followed by container
vessels at 13 per cent, gas carriers at
8 per cent, bulk carriers at 8 per cent
and cargo at 2 per cent. Dredgers and
passenger vessels accounted for 3 per
cent of total repairs each, with navy
vessels at 4 per cent and others
constituting the remaining 9 per cent.

Contributions from the ship conversion
and offshore sector came from nine
projects completed in 2001 comprising
four jack-up upgrades, one semi-
submersible upgrade, two floating
production storage offloading (FPSO)
conversions, one floating storage unit
(FSU)  conversion and one power barge
conversion.

Our shipbuilding operation was busy
with the construction of a cable laying
and repair vessel, three 1078 TEU
container vessels and two 2500 TEU
container vessels.

Divestment of non-core
operations

As part of our plans to exit from our
non-core businesses, we divested our
entire 50 per cent interest in Neptune
Associated Lines, a ship owning and
chartering company in 2001. We also
disposed of our entire 25.49 per cent
share in Jurong Technologies Industrial
Corporation, recording a gain of $11.66
million for the Group in early 2002.

Significant Events

While we continue to focus on delivering
consistently good results from our local
operations, we are mindful of the need
to establish a global presence in order
to continue to dominate today's
competitive global marketplace. In 2001,
we continued to make progress in the
execution of our global hub strategy,
involving the creation of a network of
strategically located shipyards around
the world. We now have shipyard
operations in Singapore, Indonesia,
China and Brazil.

In May 2001, we established our
Brazilian hub with joint-venture company
Mauà Jurong. In June 2001, Mauà
Jurong proceeded to secure its first
major contract of $270 million to
fabricate and construct topside
production modules for two FPSOs, the
Barracuda (P-43) and  Caratinga (P-48)
with completions due in the first quarter
of 2003.

Our acquisition of a 20 per cent stake
in Dalian Cosco Marine Engineering Co,
part of the China Ocean Shipping Group
Co (COSCO) was also announced in
2001 and will take effect in April 2002
when key personnel will be posted to
the Dalian shipyard in China.

Our concerted effort into the rig business
produced results when our 50 per cent
owned PPL Shipyard, acquired in April
2001, secured a contract from
GlobalSantaFe Corp to construct two
units of jack-ups with options for four
more units. Our shipyard has also
secured another contract to construct
two units of semi-submersibles with
options for two more units from the
same customer. Our subsidiary, Jurong
Shipyard has commenced construction
on the two units of semi-submersibles
with PPL Shipyard providing the

engineering support. Delivery of the first
unit is scheduled in the first quarter of
2004 while the second unit will be
delivered end 2004.

Our subsidiary, Sembawang Shipyard
signed a long-term contract with Tschudi
& Eitzen Holding of Norway, which
committed the future retrofitting and
dry-docking of its vessels to the
shipyard. Alliance partners, such as
Tschudi & Eitzen, continue to represent
a stable client base contributing 15 to
20 per cent of our revenue every year.

To streamline our operations, we
acquired a 50 per cent equity stake in
Atlantis Shipyard from NOL. Atlantis is
a mid-sized shipyard specialising in the
repair of small and medium-sized
vessels. Since then, in March 2002, we
acquired the remaining 15 per cent of
Atlantis Shipyard from Singapore
Technologies Marine. Atlantis Shipyard,
now a wholly owned subsidiary, has
been renamed Jurong SML, and SML
Shipyard's operations have been
merged into it. Jurong SML will now be
our vehicle focused on mid-sized vessel
ship repair, including afloat and
anchorage repairs and the construction
of mid-sized vessels.

Outlook for 2002

SembCorp Marine Group is expected
to perform well in 2002. The Group has
a strong order book of $1.42 billion in
ship conversion, offshore building and
shipbuilding projects with deliveries and
completions due in 2002 to 2004.

The global economic slowdown and
the decline in freight rates will put
pressure on our ship repair activities in
2002. Despite the negative impact of
such factors, ship owners will continue
to repair their vessels due to more
stringent requirements. Our long-term
strategic alliances with customers and
the advanced block bookings we have
secured so far will cushion such effects
and provide us with the necessary base
load orderbook.  We expect to maintain
our ship repair volume.

For the ship conversion and offshore
sector, we expect stronger growth due
to the ship conversion and offshore
projects secured in the last quarter of
2001.  With oil prices likely to remain at
a sustainable US$16 to US$20 per

barrel range and the market for
FPSO/FSOs remaining active, we are
optimistic that we will be able to secure
additional projects for 2003.

Board & Management

The Board extends a warm welcome
to three new directors, Mr Tan Pheng
Hock, Mr Kiyotaka Matsuzawa and Mr
Heng Chiang Gnee. Mr Heng is an
alternate director to Mr Tan Kwi Kin. Mr
Ryuhei Nose stepped down from the
Board on completion of his secondment
to IHI Marine Engineering (Singapore).
We would like to thank Mr Nose for his
contributions and invaluable services
rendered to the Board.

The Board would also like to thank our
clients and business associates for their
support. Our appreciation must also go
to our employees for their dedication
and contributions that have brought
about the achievements of the past
year. Lastly, we would like to thank all
our shareholders for their continuing
support of our company.


